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247,000 Providers

30m Users

6bn transactions
More complexity

More control
Today’s identity ecosystems are diverse, connected and customer-centric.
However, identity ecosystems need a co-ordinated approach from government, and a more collaborative response from suppliers to stay healthy and flourish.
Create a **Centre of Excellence** to set the vision, build capability and manage the health of the ecosystem.
Put in place a framework which makes the health of the ecosystem the responsibility of stakeholders, suppliers and service providers.
Whenever you build a service...
make sure you also **advance** your own capability
Whenever suppliers operate services for you…
make sure they also assist in meeting your goals
Whenever a service transfers to you...
make sure you also sustain and evolve it
Use the identity ecosystem to drive broader economic and social benefits
Create an Identity Centre of Excellence

Don’t just Build, Advance

Don’t just Operate, Assist

Don’t just Transfer, Sustain

Drive social and economic benefits
Rwanda: Humanoid Robot Sophia part of 2019 Transform Africa Summit

Published on 15.05.2019 at 13h21 by APA News

Sophia, the world’s first Artificial Intelligence (AI) powered humanoid robot to have been granted citizenship, is part of the 6th Transform Africa Summit in Kigali, APA reported Wednesday here. The Transform Africa Summit is the Smart Africa flagship event. Following four successful editions, the fifth Summit will take place in Kigali, Rwanda, from 14 – 17 May 2019.
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